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Background & Vision
Manaar was established in 2010 to provide advisory services to energy
companies in Iraq and the UAE. Today, Manaar is expanding as a
specialist in commercial and operational risk management throughout
the Middle East, East Asia and Africa.

This means using our knowledge and people to help clients understand
and manage the risks related to investments and projects in our areas
of business. It also means combining technical, commercial and political
knowledge to help our clients better understand and manage project
and investment risks.

As we look to 2017, we see major uncertainty and opportunities
throughout the energy space. Our focus is on providing leading risk
analysis and management support for oil & gas and infrastructure
projects. We continue to invest heavily to strengthen our products and
services in response to a more complex business environment and
client needs for deeper and more commercially relevant content.

Manaar’s products are known as risk analytics. This combines our own
research and studies with advanced data analytics applications. The aim
is to give our clients highly customized research, but also the
technology to strengthen research analysis, using as many information
sources and processes as needed to make informed business decisions.

Our services consist of management outsourcing and consulting. We
provide outsourced technical skills and project management services in
the areas of economics, engineering and geophysics. We also provide
consulting services specialized in developing investment and technical
services projects between private companies and government entities
in our core markets.

We are also striving to expand as a global specialist in risk management
for energy business and operations. This is being achieved through
continuous investments to ‘sharpen’ our specializations, core
competencies and broadening our global partnerships. Our central
vision is to become a key contributor in promoting projects and
investments in energy and infrastructure markets throughout the
world.
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Today, Manaar is expanding as a 
specialist in commercial and 
operational risk management 
throughout the Middle East, East 
Asia and Africa. 

Our central vision is to become a key 
contributor in promoting projects 
and investments in energy and 
infrastructure markets throughout 
the world.



Products: Research & Data Products

Services: Consulting & Outsourcing
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Manaar is a consulting & outsourcing group
supporting energy & infrastructure projects

We specialize in risk management &
management outsourcing for business &
investment operations

Our strengths include deep research,
analysis and strong management experience
in the Middle East, East Asia and Africa

We help companies become more
competitive by helping them to understand
and manage the risks and business drivers
related to investments and projects in our
areas of expertise

Clients

Commercial & Operational Research

Risk Analytics Data Applications

Business & Political Risk Consulting

Management Support Outsourcing

Snapshot of Activities (2017)
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International Oil Companies

National Oil Companies

Technical services companies

Financial & research institutions
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Product Description Value

Risk analytics data products

Manaar Online Custom Applications (MOCA)  are energy 
business applications developed to specific client needs

Flexible enterprise data technology, powerful data management functions, 
customized for oil, gas, infrastructure projects and operations

Enlite is a data analytics framework supporting risk 
analysis & research for business & investment 
operations

Improves business and project competitiveness through powerful risk and 
commercial data analytics capabilities

Research products

Commercial Research Market and political risk studies and analysis content 
produced on multi client or exclusive basis

Supports commercial risk analysis, business, investment, risk management 
decisions. Also provides some of the research content in our products

Operational Research Combined commercial and technical field analysis 
focused on specific projects and business operations

Supports effective operational and project risk management. Also provides some of 
the research content in our products

Service Description Value

Management Support Outsourcing Services

Provision of skills & personnel for oil & gas and 
infrastructure operations 

Direct resources to support project management, project economics, local supply 
chain management and operational quality control 

Government Business Consulting Services

Specialized legal services in the areas of corporate law, 
commercial contracts and government compliance

Effective legal capabilities assisting in relevant legal structures, compliance, due 
diligence contractual issues for companies working with government entities

Consulting services specialized in energy projects 
between private sector and government entities

Strong advisory content on government structures, stakeholders and commercial 
drivers, supporting effective business development and strategy implementation

Summary of products and services
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PRODUCTS
Risk Analytics – Research & Data Products

Manaar provides risk analytics products. These consist of our own
research content and data analytics applications. The aim is to give
our clients highly customized content and the technology to
extend their analysis using as many information sources and
processes as they need to make informed business decisions.

Research Products

Commercial Research involves business and political research to
identify key risks and commercial drivers for specific projects and
client areas, based on direct field work in our key markets.
Research is in the form of studies and periodic updates on the basis
of independent, multi client and exclusive research engagements.

Operational Research follows similar principles in its basic
structure. It combines commercial and technical analysis,
examining operational risk drivers and best practices in the areas
of oil & gas and infrastructure operations.

Data Products

Manaar Online Custom Applications (MOCA) is our applications
library which delivers custom made data applications based on
specified client needs. Applications are made in web portal,
desktop and mobile formats. MOCA can function as part of an
existing enterprise system or serve as an enterprise data system.

Enlite Data Analytics Framework provides automated research
and data analytics applications. It consists of designated data
clouds with contents chosen by its users. This is supported by
functions to perform research updates, scenario analytics, research
collaborations, dynamic creation of reports and studies. Enlite is a
powerful tool for commercial, economic and political risk analysis.
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PRODUCTS

Research contents

Overview: Since our establishment Manaar has produced an extensive
selection of studies, research papers and periodicals. Our commercial
research mostly covers market analysis and political analysis providing a
unique depth which comes from direct field work, deep market presence
and experience.

Scope: Our research mostly covers oil, gas, renewable energy and
infrastructure sectors. We examine issues such as commercial, economic,
political and socio-economic drivers impacting specific markets, projects
and areas of business. The ultimate scope of our research is defined by our
clients or by our own teams (in cases of independent research projects).

Clients: Our research has been widely used by energy companies, financial
institutions and academic institutions to help improve their understanding
of the commercial and operational risks in our areas of activity. The
research is also an increasing point of reference for local and international
media outlets, major industry conferences and events.

Research Basis

We undertake research on an independent, multi client or exclusive
research basis. Research is usually produced in the form of studies or
periodic updates in response to client requests or from issues that we
proactively identify in the course of our consulting work.

Independent research defines our own research initiatives where Manaar
sponsors the field work and retains full rights on the distribution and
marketing thereafter

Multi-client research is mainly based around topics that are of interest to a
group of clients with the ownership and marketing rights pre-agreed
between the group and Manaar

Exclusive research describes research based on a single client typically with
a narrower scope of research and highly restricted ownership and
distribution conditions

Commercial Research

Commercial Research Description Independent Research Examples
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PRODUCTS

Research Contents

Our operational research combines commercial and technical analysis to
examine operational performace drivers in specific industry areas and
projects. The focus has been on upstream oil & gas and infrastructure
operations with capabilities throughout the energy value chain.

Our particular strength is our knowledge of oil & gas operations in the
context of local market conditions where we have strong experience and
direct presence. Our research has effectively supported project bids,
feasibility studies, operations management and asset management
processes. Much of our operational research borrows from the expertise
we have gained in our outsourcing and consulting work.

Key strengths

Finance & Economics Operations Analysis: Our research is based on
conventional project and asset cash flow economics to create realistic
financial performance metrics driving the economic feasibility of projects
and operations. The research also focuses on role of qualitative factors,
including political developments, government decision processes, timing of
payments, and competitor intelligence. The result is quantitatively rigorous
content which captures the real drivers and practical strategies for
sustaining financial success on the ground.

Project Management Quality Control Analysis: This is part of our research
aims to determine management best practices and quality standards of
projects and operations. Analysis of fundamental management standards
forms the basis of the research, including an examination of project
management systems, processes and controls. Our research also looks at
supplementary management functions, including local projectcontent
quality, subcontractor benchmarking, personnel employment, logistics,
community and social initiatives as an integral part of project management
function. Our research aligns the highest global project management
quality standards with a deep practical insight of local market drivers and
the type of local content that often decides the success of any project.

Operational Research

Operational Research Description Independent Research Examples
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PRODUCTS

Overview

MOCA is Manaar’s technology standard for enterprise applications that are custom
developed for specific client data management needs and projects.

Business Specialization

The applications are based on Manaar’s combined expertise in energy business
operations and enterprise data technology. Our applications have covered oil, gas,
electricity and renewable energy markets. MOCA applications have supported
operations for oil & gas E&P, drilling, seismic and EPC projects.

Business Objectives

MOCA offers an effective way to respond to challenges in managing project data and 
information as they arise, with the priorities on delivering:

• Highly flexible and powerful data management capabilities customized to specific
operational and project data challenges

• Applications that can easily integrate with almost any existing enterprise data
system and technology, including Oracle, Microsoft. IBM and SAP

• Applications that are equally effective for any sized company, from those with large
data infrastructures to companies with minimal enterprise technology

Application platforms 

Our application platforms include customized web portals, desktop, mobile, database
and hybrid applications.

Data Systems Management

MOCA applications also include custom development of databases, data warehousing,
data mining and other standard data management applications used for energy
business and operations, capable of integrating with all recognized SQL, NoSQL and Big
Data platforms

Manaar Online Custom Applications (MOCA)

Applications Description Application Samples
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PRODUCTS

Overview

Enlite is a data analysis framework providing research and data analytics functions.
Enlite is developed entirely by Manaar using Oracle technology. The aim is to give our
clients highly customized research content and the technology to allow for advanced
analytics and research collaborations around specified topics and factors driving
commercial and operational risk.

Data Contents & Structure

Enlite is structured into data clouds which are secured server locations containing
specific data only available to authorized users. Public data clouds contain pre-loaded
topic-focused data available to all registered users. Client clouds contain customized
research only available to designated owner. Client clouds also have a full back office
allowing owners to update the content from almost any information source including
online sources, flat files, media and legacy systems. Owners can also program the back
office to automatically search the internet, other sources and update the cloud
according to their criteria.

Applications & Functionality

Besides offering an efficient way to manage data and research, Enlite includes several
data management and analytics applications:

Data analytics supporting a wide range of statistical and data modelling processes.
Clients can combine qualitative information with statistics to perform forecasting and
advanced scenario analysis on any topic in the data clouds, for almost any type of
project, business or operational risk analysis situation

Reporting & decision support lets clients create interactive studies and reports from
contents in the public and client clouds. The contents created can also be customized
in any recognized document format corporate reporting and decision support

Collaboration allows clients to invite external consultants and analysts, share content
and enable sophisticated research collaboration between project teams

Enlite Data Analytics Framework

Framework Description Application Samples
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SERVICES
Outsourcing & Consulting

Manaar’s services consist of management outsourcing and
consulting. Our services are aimed at helping companies to
implement effective risk management strategies that support
business development, operations strategy, local supply chain and
government relations.

Business & Political Risk Consulting

Legal Compliance & Corporate Services covers qualified legal
advice on jurisdictional corporate law, corporate governance and
compliance. The specialization is on supporting private companies
working with governments

Business & Commercial Advisory involves consulting advice
covering government supply chain, political risk management,
relevant business development and strategy

Management Support Outsourcing

Skills Augmentation Involves providing personnel to augment
existing skills and capabilities for our clients. Wee cover
engineering, geophysics, economics and information technology,
specialized in supporting oil & gas and technical services
operations

Lifecycle Project & Operations Management involves lifecycle
operations and project management covering technical services
subcontracting, construction project management, enterprise
information systems implementations
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SERVICES
Government Business Consulting

Corporate Legal & Compliance Services

We have been at the forefront of helping companies work
through relevant legal structures and understand
requirements of business with government entities,
covering:

• Corporate Law advisory

• Fully licensed advice applicable to jurisdictions in
the Middle East, Europe, North America

• Extensive knowledge in company legal structures,
shareholding and corporate due diligence

• Government compliance

• Advice on corporate structuring and licensing for
compliance with government authorities

• Due diligence and regulatory compliance advice
and support

• Corporate Governance

• Advice on private and government sector
employment law, including policies and procedures

• Broad expertise supporting government joint
ventures, partnerships and investment projects

Business & Political Risk Consulting

Manaar has extensive experience in advising companies
involved in energy and infrastructure projects with
government entities and departments. Our services cover:

• Government supply chain management advice

• Procurement & supply chain process analysis

• Bidding & procurement process support

• Procurement budget and tender forecasting

• Political risk management

• Commercial and economic policy impact analysis

• Geopolitical and political risk analysis and
forecasting

• Political risk management and mitigation strategy

• Business development process & strategy

• Business development process and strategy audit

• Development and risk sharing support for
Government partnership & investment ventures

• Government relations, negotiations, lobbying
support
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SERVICES
Management Outsourcing Support

Skills Augmentation 

We provide personnel to augment existing skills focused on
the following areas:

• Engineering & Geophysics

• Local engineers and geophysicists for upstream oil
& gas technical service operations

• Mechanical and civil engineers and site personnel
for construction and infrastructure operations

• Project Economics

• Economists and accountants for project cost
controls, cash flow modelling and independent
project stress tests

• Business and corporate finance professionals to
support project fund raising and investments

• Data & Information Technology

• IT project managers and system professionals
specializing in energy enterprise technologies

• Systems programming skills covering Oracle, Java
EE, advanced SQL, PL/SQL

Lifecycle Project & Operations Management

We can also offer lifecycle operations outsourcing covering:

• Oil & gas technical services subcontracting

• Oilfield camp and logistics management,
including site selection, equipment supply chain,
crew mobilization and work programs

• Operational quality control management
specialized in drilling & seismic operations

• Construction project management

• Lifecycle management of project controls
processes, personnel and customer relations

• Project economics and finance, covering
planning, budgeting and cost controls

• Vendor benchmarking, selection, project supply
chain, quality control

• Information & Enterprise Systems Implementation

• Functional planning specializing in oilfield
technology and operations management systems

• Lifecycle software development, technical
authoring, testing and delivery management
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Project Reference 1: Business & Political Risk Consulting
Project Overview

• Client: US based oil & gas technical services company,
specializing in Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) technology

• Contract: 12 month commercial advisory contract
covering business development & outsourcing services
for the GCC [2013-2014 [2014-2015]

• Objective: Secure new product and service business
with regional NOCs

Problems / challenges

1) Cautious technology investment strategy from potential
client

2) Growing new and incumbent competition in the market

3) Elaborate government prequalification & procurement
process

4) Multi level marketing & business development
challenges

Approach:

1) Strong emphasis on establishing technical collaboration
through working papers, workshops, technical
secondments and initiatives

2) Regular engagements throughout prospective client
group mostly discussing industry trends and client’s
changing needs

3) Compliance with all procurement and supply chain
processes for EOR content

4) Proactive establishment of local legal structure to ease
future procurement

Outcome

1) Qualification and selection for new technical pilot
programs throughout the GCC

2) Negotiation of two Master Services Agreements
(MSAs) for recurring EOR products and services
support
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Project Reference 2: Management Outsourcing Support
Project Overview

• Client: International Oil Company (IOC) operating in Iraq

• Contract: 12 month operational outsourcing support
contract [2010-present]

• Objective: Provide quality control supervision for oilfield
drilling and seismic operations

Problems / challenges:

1) Field Security, including land mines and unexploded
ordinance (UXO)

2) Government security clearances procedures for field
access

3) Personnel travel logistics and crew rotation processes

4) Coordination of simultaneous drilling and seismic
contractor operational supervision

5) Government production deadlines according to the
field work program (FWP)

Approach

1) Close consultation with government sources on the
federal and operational levels in Iraq

2) Careful selection of qualified technical and
commercial staff in our local operation

3) Deep understanding of underlying fiscal and
operational terms governing client’s technical
services contract with Iraqi Ministry of Oil

4) Interactive project planning, contingency planning
and advanced project management system

Outcome

1) Liquids production raised by 173,000 barrels per day
between 2010-2016, largely due to improvements in
drilling & seismic development & production (D&P)
operations

2) The company continues to be one of Iraq’s most
successful producers having successfully managed
some of the most difficult operating challenges in the
world
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MARKETS
The Global Market

The growing risks and complexities in the energy business will
continue to increase demand for effective risk management
content all over the world. Manaar continues to invest heavily to
strengthen products and services with a more global relevance. We
started our business in one of the highest risk regions in the world.
Our experience in the Middle East gives us valuable knowledge and
experience to widen our activities into Asia, Africa and the rest of
the world as a leading specialist in risk management for energy
business and investments.

Core Markets

Our expansion into global markets can only happen alongside a
strategy that sustains Manaar’s contributions in our core markets.

The GCC is seeing high market saturation, maturing assets and
lower state budgets, requiring strong specializations and
efficiencies throughout the energy value chain. Our focus will be
on helping to align government interests with private investment
in energy projects, energy technology and EPC project services

Iraq represents among the highest business risks and opportunities
in the world, still facing major uncertainties to sustain recent
successes' in its energy sector. Iraq will continue to be the major
test of Manaar’s risk management content as we sustain our work
in the areas of upstream and infrastructure consulting and
outsourcing.

The UAE: The UAE is experiencing much of the same challenges as
its GCC counterparts but is increasingly placed as a unique regional
and global business hub. Manaar established its first business
operations in the UAE. The UAE will continue to be a key market
from where we will continue to drive our expansion regionally and
globally.
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Industry Specializations
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Sector Products Services

Risk Analytics (studies & data 
applications)

Risk Management Consulting Management Outsourcing

Energy

Upstream Oil & Gas E&P operations and fiscal risk analysis 
specializing in PSC, TSC, JV projects

Business development and 
operational strategy advice

Personnel outsourcing for drilling & 
seismic operations

Midstream Oil & Gas Local refining, netback and products 
market analysis

EPC (Engineering, Procurement, 
Construction) 

Personnel outsourcing throughout EPC 
lifecycle

Contracting & supply chain process & 
risk analysis

Government procurement & 
supply chain consulting

Politics Political, geopolitical, geo-economic 
risk analysis

Political risk and government 
relations

Finance & Economics Financial planning and economic risk 
modelling

Project economics and
investment strategy

Information Technology Data products & advanced analytics 
applications

Project data systems and content 
development

Law Local corporate legal analysis Corporate law, compliance and 
legal advice
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Manaar in the Global Market
Market  View

The energy industry will continue to become
more complex and challenging for consumers
and producers all over the world. Rising
population and industrial activity are just some
of the reasons why the shift towards cleaner
energy will also mean a growing dependence on
fossil fuels for at least the next decade. To keep
up with this growing demand, companies in
both the clean and conventional space are
under constant pressure to be more efficient
and competitive.

Some of the hardest challenges facing energy
companies include growing competition,
political risks and complex market conditions.
Companies all over the industry are striving for
the technology and business processes needed
to work for less cost and resources. In areas
such as renewable energy and unconventional
oil & gas, smaller companies, in technical niches,
are taking market share from the traditional
energy super giants. At the same time, some
large scale projects in areas such as upstream
oil, midstream gas and electricity generation,
justify partnerships between large and small
companies. Government owned energy
companies are also becoming more active in
business and projects and sometimes
competing with private companies at home and
internationally.

Market Strength

The world is a bigger place with more diverse
energy needs than ever before. What
companies want, what governments want and
what societies need from energy projects will
become a more complex balance. The ability of
every company to understand the depth of
risks, opportunities and the best way to
approach them are decisive factors for success
in the energy space of today and the future.

Manaar has invested heavily to develop strong
products , services and ideas to help companies
understand and manage the risks of today’s
energy business. We have some of the best risk
analysis products offering highly customized
research along with powerful analytics tools
that can use further research from almost any
source. Our outsourcing services provide
practical skills and project management content
to help with operations in the areas of energy
economics, oil & gas technical services and
construction projects. Our consulting services
combine legal and commercial experience
specifically aimed to assist compliance and help
towards win-win relationships between
governments and companies in the energy
space.

Manaar takes business to a deeper level. We go
beyond consulting buzzwords, ‘solutions’ and
‘strategies’. We provide deep knowledge and
experience, supported by visible capabilities to
give our clients realistic answers that are
straightforward to apply and where our prices
reflect our responsibility and shared risk for the
results of our work.

Manaar offers deep knowledge
about the risks and
opportunities in today's energy
business, helping our clients
become more competitive at
every stage of our relationship,
whether part of a customized
project support relationship or
separate products and services
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Manaar in the GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council) markets
Market  View

As a region, the GCC shows strong economic
maturity, but the economic and social
challenges of any economically maturing region.
The diversity and complexity of challenges can
even be seen in some of the most basic
examples in the oil & gas sectors. Saudi Arabia
must invest to sustain some of the world's most
productive oilfields, while Oman tries to
maximize production from some of the world's
most technically challenging fields. Kuwait seeks
to balance ambitious reforms and commitments
to infrastructure investments with the
increasing need to sustain a balanced and
predictable national budget. In the hydrocarbon
sector and in the broader economy, the GCC
continues a steady but increasingly challenging
path to sustainable growth.

Sustainability, diversity and economic reform
are the common themes throughout the GCC.
These are big challenges for any region.
Progress in achieving them will continue to test
the combined talents of member states, private
sectors, external investors and how well these
stakeholders function and work together.

Nevertheless, the GCC stands as one of the most
functional economic and political structures in
an otherwise unstable region, highlighting the
scope of challenges in the years ahead. Energy is
not only the major engine for growth but also a
the key factor determining the GCC’s geo-
economic future, its relationship with the
broader region and the rest of the world.

Market Strengths

The need for highly specialized technical and
commercial services existing alongside domestic
capacity building programs is key to the
sustained success of every GCC energy market.
By 2012, Manaar’s early successes in the UAE
allowed us to expand our activities to cover
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Oman.

Our focus has been on commercial and
operational research focusing on upstream oil &
gas. This has involved studies on the commercial
and economic aspects of technology and
investments in the areas of EOR, geosciences
and EPC operations. We have also provided
consulting and outsourcing services supporting
companies seeking to expand their operations
and opportunities in these areas.

Today, Manaar has acquired extensive analysis,
research content and direct business expertise
in the upstream and infrastructure sectors
throughout the GCC. This allows us to combine
commercial and technical knowledge to help
align government and private stakeholder
interests in energy projects and investments
throughout the region.

Our expertise and content are aimed at
promoting the sustainability of energy
investments and the broadening of the GCC’s
relationships with global investors, technical
services and technology companies throughout
the energy value chain.

Our expertise and content are
aimed at promoting sustainable
energy investments and the
broadening of the GCC’s
relationships with global
investors, technical services and
technology companies
throughout the energy value
chain.
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Manaar in Iraq
Market  View

When Manaar was established in 2010, Iraq was
undergoing its first oil & gas licensing round.
International companies were faced with huge
potentials and an equally huge risks, including
politics, fiscal systems, local supply chains and
infrastructure.

Manaar’s work began in the upstream area.
Manaar provided commercial and economic
advice for companies seeking to enter Iraq’s
E&P market. From 2012, our consulting services
also covered the midstream gas segment. Our
work included market studies, strategy advice,
local supply chain and government relations
support. We also set up personnel outsourcing
services, focused on quality control supervision
for drilling, seismic and engineering operations
in several oilfields.

Iraq is still contending with major risks and
finding difficulties in achieving its original
production goals, but has nevertheless achieved
OPEC’s second largest production. In addition to
Iraq’s favorable geology, much of these
achievements are thanks to the resilience of the
Iraqi government, private sector and foreign
partners. Manaar is proud to be part of these
relationships.

Iraq has been going through a major transition
since 2003, making it a highly unique market in
terms of the largest commercial risk and
opportunities in the Middle East.

Market Strengths

Since 2003, Manaar has invested considerable
resources to remain deeply familiar with the
commercial problems and risks in Iraq’s energy
sector. In addition to extensive research and
direct business experience, this has involved
extensive engagements with major
stakeholders, including government entities,
external investors, energy companies, civil
society and community leaders.

A deep and consistent understanding of Iraq’s
key problems inside and outside its energy
sector is Manaar’s basis from which we are able
to deliver effective approaches and real local
capabilities to effectively manage risks and
achieve commercial success. We have also
acquired some of the most extensive research,
commercial data and intelligence on Iraq’s oil &
gas operations, infrastructure, economic,
political and fiscal programs and challenges.

Our content goes beyond the theory of how to
effectively work in Iraq. We strive to deliver
proven business approaches aimed at achieving
sustainable successes which align the interests
of the key stakeholders involved in energy
projects and investments in Iraq.

Our people, content and services continue to
help energy companies, investors, service
companies and state institutions to effectively
manage the commercial risks throughout Iraq’s
energy sector.

Our people, content and
services continue to help energy
companies, investors, service
companies and state institutions
to effectively manage the
commercial risks throughout
Iraq’s energy sector.
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Manaar in the UAE (United Arab Emirates )
Market  View

When Manaar established in 2010, the UAE
market was undergoing fast moving changes,
with increasing levels of saturation and very
rapidly experiencing the challenges of a well
developed economy. The UAE energy policy is
characterized by the need to create an efficient
oil & gas sector while diversifying energy
dependence towards renewable energy. This is
broadly consistent with the UAE’s overall
economic policy of sustaining efficiency
throughout all economic sectors, while shifting
away from hydrocarbon over dependence.

The drivers of the UAE market are increasingly
complex. Competition continues to grow
despite an increasingly sophisticated regulatory
environment, where the right local content is
one of the most vital ingredients for success.

The UAE has become a hub for all types of
products and services. This includes a growing
number of consultants and service companies
with highly variable levels of content and
quality.

The energy sector, particularly the oil & gas
market continues to demand higher standards
and deeper specializations. This is largely
because of the massive economic, technical and
commercial challenges ahead in achieving
economically viable investment and commercial
targets in areas such as Enhanced Oil recovery
and sustainable infrastructure developments in
the Engineering, Procurement and Construction
(EPC) sectors.

Market Strengths

Manaar’s work in the UAE began in 2010,
providing expertise, staff and logistics facilities
to support oilfield data management and
technology services. This involved opening
offices in Abu Dhabi and a data center in Dubai
providing data management technology and
training services in the areas of sub surface
imaging and seismic to support drilling and
exploration programs in the UAE.

We quickly gained a reputation as a reliable
outsourcing provider in the upstream oil & gas
services space, allowing us to expand our scope
and activities. We began to provide additional
outsourcing support for technical services
companies, as well as consulting and business
development support. The focus on upstream
technical services allowed us to expand more
broadly into the exploration & production (E&P)
space, offering consulting and content for
companies seeking to enter or expand in the
UAE.

Following a rapid and broad expansion in the
UAE, Manar is focusing as a leading expert on
the local upstream sector and associated EPC
business. We have acquired extensive research
content and a strong track record with key
strengths in the local technical services and
oilfield technology supply chain. This also
positions Manaar to grow as a specialist in the
areas of E&P and EPC investment and
commercial risk management in the UAE
market.

We have acquired extensive
research content and a strong
track record with key
strengths in the local technical
services and oilfield
technology supply chain. This
also positions Manaar to grow
as a specialist in the areas of
E&P and EPC investment and
commercial risk management
in the UAE market.
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